Machine Shop

“Lead times are crucial for our
clients, so we provide a fast,
reliable service.”

MACHINE SHOP

Combining hands-on knowledge
and many years experience
working with cutting tools
and machine shop firms, we
are well placed to support
most applications.

We have in-house experts dedicated to the machine shop
sector, always available to offer impartial advice and
recommend products or services.
With an ISO 9001 accreditation for Quality Management,
we aim to provide only the highest quality tooling and
equipment alongside our value-added services.
We know lead times are often crucial for our clients so we
ensure we provide a fast, reliable service. Our extensive
in-house stockholding and efficient supply chain make sure
we can deliver practically any requirement on time.
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Machine Shop

KEY PRODUCTS
• Indexable turning inserts and tool holders

• Taps and dies

• Indexable milling inserts and cutter bodies

• Spindle tooling

• Drills: solid carbine, cobalt, HSS, end mills and slot drills

• Measuring equipment

KEY SERVICES
Cutting tool trials

Tool calibration

Equipment hire

Custom-made tooling

On-site trials help clients identify
the best products or equipment
for their needs, with advice
and guidance from our team
throughout the trial period and
beyond.

Our experienced team can
ensure power tools and other
equipment are precisely adjusted
and programmed for maximum
productivity.

We have a range of equipment
available to hire on flexible
agreements, including welding
equipment, engineering tooling,
power tools and machine-shop
equipment, as well as Ursuit
marine immersion suits.

We partner with leading
manufacturers to offer a bespoke
tooling service, designing and
making tools to clients’ individual
requirements.

CASE STUDIES
Sub Tech Precision:
We supplied a wide range of
products for this subcontracting
engineering firm, including
milling inserts and cutter
bodies, turning inserts and tool
holders, drills, spindle tooling
and end mills.

Alicat Workboats Ltd:
“DNOW is a reliable supplier
who always exceeds our
expectations of quality and
service; our account manager’s
knowledge of the products and
our industry ensures we always
get what we need.”
Director
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Alicat build workboats for crew
transfer in the offshore and wind
sector. We supplied them with
turning inserts and tool holders,
drills and taps, work holding and
milling inserts.

“We’ve been using DNOW
for a variety of machine shop
equipment for many years and
continue to do so. We’ve always
found their service fast and
friendly and their products of
good quality.”
Machine Shop Manager
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